Directions: Answer the questions below by using the map grid. The first one is already done as an example.

1. In what square is the symbol for Beach located? **E7**

2. In what square is the symbol for Camping located? **F2**

3. In what square is the symbol for Sport Field located? **B5**

4. In what square is the Dolphin located? **H8**

5. In what square is the Scenic Spot near the Beach located? **E6**

6. In what square is the Starfish located? **G6**

7. In what square is the Beware sign for the Dragon located? **A1**

8. In what square is the Bear located? **H4**

9. In what square is the Beware sign for the banana peel located? **D5**

10. In what square is the Sunscreen located? **F7**

11. In what square is the Scenic Spot near the Trees located? **G3**

12. In what square is the Soccer Player located? **A5**

13. In what square is the Scenic Spot near the mountains located? **A3**

14. In what square is the Compass Rose located? **E2**